Abstract-A fast SVM learning algorithm is proposed according to incremental learning and center convex hull operator. It is established on analyzing the relevance of support vector and convex hull from the angle of calculation geometry. The convex hull of current training samples is solved in the first place. Further, Euclidean distance elimination is applied to convex hull. Meanwhile, every time when the incremental learning is going on, the training samples should contain samples violated KKT condition in previous sample set, experiment results indicate that the algorithm effectively shortens training time while classification accuracy keep a satisfied level.
INTRODUCTION
SVM(Support Vector Machine) [1] is a kind of statistical learning theory based learning algorithm, which is mainly used to solve supervised learning problems. In practice, training sample often has the characteristics of online increased, which requires classifier to retrain new samples constantly, thus, classification efficiency is greatly reduced. Incremental learning aims at obtaining the optimum solution of original training samples and the new sample set. Hence, for growing data set, Incremental Support Vector Machine (ISVM)has its unique advantage.
The study of ISVM algorithm mainly focused on how to guarantee the classification accuracy and improve learning speed. Literature [2] [3] [4] [5] didn't analyze the impact on SV(Support Vector) set when the new samples were added, which could cause information lost of existing data set. Literature [6] [7] analyzed relationship of KKT condition and sample in SVM optimization problem, considered influence on existing sample set distribution with new sample, improved learning accuracy. But samples which had little impact on subsequent training were not eliminated effectively, thus, memory is large and training time is long. Literature [8] [9] [10]enhanced training speed by selecting the original samples, how the original samples were reduced to obtain SV which could best represent classification information was still a thorny problem.
From above analysis, effective elimination has impact on classification accuracy and speed to some extent. On the basis of analyzing relationship of convex hull vector and support vector in computation geometry [11] , a rapid SVM learning algorithm (CQSVM) is proposed using center convex hull algorithm and incremental learning. The algorithm combines solving convex hull algorithm with Euclidean center distance [12] for sample reduction, and every time the incremental training samples should contain the last training sample set against the generalized KKT condition of samples. The experiment shows the algorithm not only improves the incremental SVM learning speed , but also keeps high classification accuracy.
II. SVM CLASSIFICAITON PRINCIPLE AND GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SVAND CONVEX HULL
A. SVM Classification Principle SVM [1] is derived from linear optimal hyper plane, which could be described as following constrained optimization problem:
（2）
Original problem is converted to following dual problem of convex quadratic programming under primary constraint conditions:
Above equation is actually a quadratic function problem under constraint of inequality, it has only one optimal solution
 is not zero, the acquired sample is SV. Hence, weighted coefficient vector is linear combination of SV in optimal hyper plane, * b could be solved by constraint conditions, through that, optimal classification function can be obtained:
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B. Geometric Relationship between SV and Convex Hull
Literature [13] pointed out that, to find out the optimal hyper plane of maximal classification boundary between two classes equals seeking two nearest neighbor points in corresponding convex hulls of two classes. The fig. 1 shows geometric meaning of optimal hyper plane for two classes linear separability samples.
Under the circumstance of linearly separable, the location of SVM optimal hyper plane is decided on SV, in order to ensure that optimal hyper plane could maximize minimum interval, SV could only be generated from sample vectors which located in boundaries of two classes sample set. Convex hull refers to the edge sample of each kind of training set from the angle of geometric meaning. The SVM algorithm aims at maximizing the minimum distance between two convex sets. SV must appear on the edge of sample set. That's means SV is produced on and around the edge of the sample set. When the SV is determined, the position of optimal hyper plane has been determined.
III. KKT CONDITION AND ANALYSIS OF SV CHANGE
Karush-Kuhn-Tucher condition [1] (abbreviation KKT) plays an important role in constrained optimization. According to KKT conditions, at optimal point, the product of Lagrange multiplier and constraint is zero. Linear discriminant function is then given:
（6）
So each sample x meeting optimal problem KKT conditions that optimal solution ] , , , [
is classification plane,
is boundary of classification interval, samples on the boundary are SV.
Theorem 1
After the new sample's arrival, part of new samples which violate KKT conditions will transform to samples which satisfy KKT conditions even the SV; part of new samples which satisfy KKT conditions will transform to SV; part of non SV in original sample set which satisfy KKT condition will transform to SV; part of previous SV will transform to non SV.
The above theorem shows that if only new arriving samples and SV set in original sample set are taken into consideration, while non SV set in original sample set are ignored, important information could be lost. Therefore, every time of incremental training, training samples should contain samples which violate general KKT conditions in last training sample set.
IV. SVM ALGORITHM BASED ON CENTER CONVEX HULL AND INCREMENTAL LEARNING

A. Algorithm Principle
In order to prevent some training samples which contain classification information from eliminating quickly, meanwhile, considering that original SV set may be influenced by new arriving sample set. In the new incremental learning process, current training sample set should be included not only new samples but also samples which violate general KKT condition in last training sample set. At the same time, training samples will be furtherly reducted, the convex hull vector in two class boundary then are extracted using Euclidean center distance elimination for training sample set in ISVM training.
B. Symbol Explanation
Setting 0 X as the first training sample set; k X is the 
V. EXPERIMENT OUTCOME AND ANALYSIS
A. Experiment data and parameter setting
Experiment environment is Intel Core 2.5GHz, memory of PC is 2GB, Matlab7.0 platform, using libsvm-mat-2.91-1 toolbox. In order to verify validity of the algorithm, two different classes data are selected from UCI database for test.
(1) Breast-cancer-wisconsin data set, a total of 699 samples, the sample dimension is 11,the number of training samples is 300,test samples number is 399,the sample classification number is 2.(2)Artificial data set, each component in data set obeys Gauss distribution, the number of training samples is 1000,700 test samples are selected from 1000 samples, test samples number is 800,the dimension of positive samples is 5,sample classification number is 2,Euclidean distance of two classes center is 4.
B. Relative contrasting algorithms 1) Method IncHulSVM0( ):
Only with the convex hull algorithm to reduct the training sample set ； every time when incremental learning is conducting, solving classifier with convex hull vector computed this time and new arriving samples.
2) Method IncHulSVM1( ): Only using convex hull algorithm to reduct training sample set; every time when incremental learning is conducting, solving classifier with convex hull vector computed this time, samples that violate general KKT condition in last training sample set and new adding samples.
3) Method IncHulCntr0( ): Using center convex hull algorithm for sample reduction; every time when incremental learning is conducting, solving classifier only with center convex hull vector computed this time and new adding samples. Fig.2 and fig.3 are experiment outcome in data set Breast-cancer-wisconsin. Fig.4 and fig.5 are test results based on artificial data set. RBF kernel function is used to determine training time in the experiment, while classification accuracy is the average with different kernel function（Linear、Rbf）. From training time, for the data set Breast-cancerwisconsin, training sample number is 300.As can be seen from fig.2 ,training time is short for IncHulSVM0 、 IncHulCntr0 and CQSVM, the cost time of standard incremental SVM and IncHulSVM1 are comparatively long, due to training sample set scale is not large, training time overlaps to some degree for above methods, which method has the fast speed could not be determined .But for artificial data set, training sample number is 700,the data scale is larger. As is shown in fig.4 ,among these methods, time cost sequence from less to more is : IncHulSVM0, IncHulCntr0, CQSVM, IncHulSVM1,standard incremental SVM. From classification accuracy, as can be seen in fig.3  and fig.5 , no matter we use Breast-cancer-wisconsin or artificial data set, CQSVM and standard incremental SVM has the highest classification accuracy, accuracy is similar between them. Method IncHulSVM0 costs the least time, but classification accuracy is the lowest. Methods IncHulCntr0 and IncHulSVM1 reflects approximate performance, both of them are better than IncHulSVM0， worse than CQSVM and standard incremental SVM.
4) Method Standard incremental SVM C. Experiment outcome and analysis
The core idea of CQSVM algorithm is to boost incremental SVM learning speed, meanwhile keeping classification accuracy as far as possible. From learning speed, after reduction of training sample using convex hull algorithm, simplifying training sample with center distance ratio to enhance learning speed; from classification accuracy, for every time incremental learning, training samples should contain last training samples set which violate general KKT condition, it reflects rational use of new samples while previous classification information is not missed, so classification accuracy could be ensured not to drop as far as possible.
VI. CONCLUSION
The paper puts an emphasis on analyzing influence on SV set brought out by new adding sample under the KKT condition, proposes a new SVM algorithm based on center convex hull algorithm and incremental learning, it combines convex hull algorithm and center distance elimination, meanwhile, for every time incremental learning, training samples contain last training samples set which violate general KKT condition. The experiment shows that the algorithm can greatly improve the incremental SVM learning speed and maintain higher classification accuracy at the same time.
